Anomalous negative excursion of carbon isotope in organic carbon after the last Paleoproterozoic glaciation in North America
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[1] Early Paleoproterozoic time (2.5–2.0 Ga) spanned a critical phase in Earth’s history, characterized by repeated glaciations and an increase in atmospheric oxygen (the Great Oxidation Event (GOE)). Following the last and most intense glaciation of this period, marine carbonates record a large positive excursion of δ¹³C value (termed the “Lomagundi event”) between about 2.2 and 2.1 Ga coinciding with the global appearances of red beds and sulfates, which suggest an accumulation of high levels of atmospheric oxygen. Here we report the discovery of large negative excursions of δ¹³C in organic matter (down to −55‰) from quartzose sandstones (of the Marquette Range and the Huronian Supergroups, North America) intermediate in age between the last Paleoproterozoic glaciation and the possible onset of the Lomagundi event. The negative excursion is concomitant with the appearance of intensely weathered quartzose sandstones, which may represent hot and humid conditions. There are some interpretations that potentially explain the negative excursions: (1) redeposition of older ¹³C-depleted kerogen, (2) later post-depositional infiltration of oil, (3) active methane productions by methanogens in shallow-marine environments, or (4) dissociation of methane hydrate. If the latter two were the case, they would provide clues for understanding the environmental change connecting the intense glaciation and an increase in oxygen.
1. Introduction

Evidence of repeated glaciations during the Paleoproterozoic has been reported from North America, Fennoscandia, South Africa, and Western Australia [e.g., Ojakangas, 1988; Marmo et al., 1988; Young, 1991; Kohonen and Marmo, 1992; Kirschvink et al., 2000; Ojakangas et al., 2001a, 2001b; Bekker et al., 2001, 2004; Young, 2004]. Following the glaciations, a large positive excursion of δ^{13}C in carbonate (termed the “Lomagundi event”) coincided with the global appearance of terrestrial red beds and sulfates in sedimentary sequences of ages ~2.2–2.1 Ga [e.g., Karhu and Holland, 1996; Bekker et al., 2006; Holland, 2006]. It suggests elevated burial rate of organic carbon in sediments, and thus rapid accumulation of oxygen in the atmosphere [Karhu and Holland, 1996]. Alternatively, the Lomagundi event is interpreted as indicating that methanogenesis would have been pushed to deep levels in the sediments in response to the transition to oxidizing surface environments during the Great Oxidation Event (GOE) [Hayes and Waldbauer, 2006]. Although previous studies have proposed for the surface environmental change during the Lomagundi event, the mechanism connecting the last Paleoproterozoic glacial event and the Lomagundi event has been poorly understood. Given that variations in the δ^{13}C values of carbonate (δ^{13}C_{carb}) and organic carbon (δ^{13}C_{org}) in sedimentary rocks are useful for reconstructing variations in the biogeochemical carbon cycle, continuous δ^{13}C records that span the interval from the termination of the last Paleoproterozoic glaciation (c.a., 2.22 Ga) to the Lomagundi event would provide key information in understanding the linkage between the glaciation and the GOE.

Paleoproterozoic glaciogenic deposits have been found at several sites in North America, including a diamicite-bearing unit in the Marquette Range Supergroup, Michigan, USA [Ojakangas et al., 2001b; Bekker et al., 2006], and three discrete units in the Huronian Supergroup, Ontario, Canada [e.g., Young, 1991, 2004] (Figure 1). The Chocolay Group of the Marquette Range Supergroup consists of diamicite (Enchantment Lake Formation), sandstone (Mesnard Formation), and carbonate (Kona Dolomite) in ascending stratigraphic order (Figure 1b). The depositional age of the Enchantment Lake Formation has been constrained to between 2.29 and 2.13 Ga [Vallini et al., 2006]. Positive δ^{13}C_{carb} excursions that may represent the onset of the Lomagundi event have been observed in the Kona Dolomite [Bekker et al., 2006]. Thus, the Chocolay Group may be a key sequence that preserves a biogeochemical record over the period from the last Paleoproterozoic glaciation to the Lomagundi event. The Chocolay Group has been correlated, on lithostratigraphic grounds, with the Cobalt Group of the Huronian Supergroup [Ojakangas, 1988; Ojakangas et al., 2001b; Young, 2004; Bekker et al., 2006]. The Cobalt Group contains diamicite and argillite (Coleman and Firstbrook Members of Gowganda Formation, respectively), sandstone (Lorrain Formation), and mudstone with thin carbonate layers with high δ^{13}C_{carb} (Gordon Lake Formation) [Bekker et al., 2006] (Figure 1b). The widespread nature of glaciogenic deposits in the Gowganda Formation and possible equivalents in North America, Fennoscandia, and South Africa suggest the occurrence of a global-scale glacial event during the Paleoproterozoic [Kohonen and Marmo, 1992; Evans et al., 1997; Ojakangas et al., 2001a, 2001b; Young, 2004; Bekker et al., 2004, 2006].
analyze sedimentary organic matter because carbonates are not preserved within and immediately above the diamictites. Because $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ values tend to be more strongly influenced by local conditions relative to $\delta^{13}C_{\text{carb}}$, we investigate $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ variations to compare the Chocolay and Cobalt groups as a means of obtaining $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ variations representative at least in basin scale rather than just a local signal. Based on these $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ variations, we discuss the climatic recovery path from the glacial event, biogeochemical cycles, and its linkage with the increase in atmospheric oxygen.

2. Geological Setting

[5] The Chocolay Group of the Marquette Range Supergroup crops out along the southern shore of Lake Superior [e.g., Ojakangas et al., 2001b; Young, 2004; Bekker et al., 2006] (Figure 1a). The basal units of the Chocolay Group include a diamictite-bearing member of the Enchantment Lake Formation that unconformably overlies Archean basement. Gray sandstone of the Enchantment Lake Formation contains dropstones up to cobble size that are typical of ancient glacial deposits [Ojakangas et al., 2001b]. The Mesnard Formation is composed of cross-bedded quartzose sandstone which deposited in a shallow-marine environment [Ojakangas et al., 2001b]. The Kona Dolomite conformably overlies the Mesnard Formation with intercalations of thin mudstones occurring in the uppermost part of the Mesnard Formation. The lower part of the Kona Dolomite is more argillaceous, while the upper part is predominantly dolomitic and consists of upward-shallowing cycles of stromatolitic dolomites capped by mudstones and sandstones [Bekker et al., 2006].

[6] The Huronian Supergroup crops out along the north shore of Lake Huron (Figure 1a) [e.g., Young, 1991; Young et al., 2001]. The upper Huronian Supergroup (starting with the Gowganda Formation) is considered as a passive margin succession dominated by siliciclastic sediments [Young et al., 2001; Young, 2004]. The lower Gowganda Formation (the Coleman Member) consists of a diamictite-bearing unit, while the upper Gowganda Formation (the Firstbrook Member) consists of a laminated mudstone and siltstone of shallow-marine origin. The Gowganda Formation is conformably overlain by a sandstone unit of the Lorrain Formation. The intensely weathered quartzose sandstone in the middle and upper Lorrain Formation has been interpreted as representing the climatic recovery in the aftermath of the Gowganda glaciation [Long et al., 1999]. The presence of abundant detrital hematite are found in the middle Lorrain Formation, suggesting presence of some free oxygen in the atmosphere [Young et al., 2001], although possibility of contribution of iron-oxidizing photosynthetic organisms are not excluded. The Lorrain Formation is overlain by the Gordon Lake Formation which is composed mainly of sili-
ceous mudstone, siltstone, and sandstone with occasional intercalation of carbonate layers [Bekker et al., 2006].

3. Sampling and Analyses

[7] Samples of the Chocolay Group were collected from a section of outcrop (O1 in Figure 1) along the route that contains a record of the Enchantment Lake, Mesnard, and Kona formations. Our sampling area of the Chocolay Group was located in the northeastern part of the group near the city of Marquette at latitude from 46°30'60" to 46°31'10" north and longitude from 87°25'15" to 87°25'40" west (Figure S1 in Text S1).\(^1\) At the sampling area, the Enchantment Lake Formation appears to be overlain by the Mesnard Formation with a gradual contact, as described in the previous study [Gair, 1981]; however, there is still some debate on the nature of this contact because an unconformity is suggested to exist between the Enchantment Lake Formation and the overlying Mesnard Formation [Ojakangas et al., 2001b]. We collected 8 samples from the Enchantment Lake Formation, 27 samples from the Mesnard Formation, and 33 samples from the Kona Dolomite.

[8] Samples of the Gowganda and Lorrain formations of the Huronian Supergroup were collected from a drillcore retrieved from locality D1 in the Cobalt area (Figure 1), and from an outcrop at locality O2 in the Espanola area (Figure 1). Samples through the Gowganda to Lorrain formations were collected continuously from an outcrop in the southwest part of the Espanola area (called Whitefish Falls) at about latitude from 46°06’55” to 46°07’35” north and longitude from 81°43’40” to 81°44’00" west (Figure S2 in Text S1) and from a drillcore (CO0338; stored at Ontario Geological Survey) at latitude 48°02’ north and longitude 80°21’ west. A detailed description of the outcrop of the Huronian Supergroup (O1) was reported in other studies [Young, 1991; Young et al., 2004]. We collected 13 samples at the lower to upper part of the Lorrain Formation from the outcrop. Drillcore samples span the Coleman Member of the Gowganda Formation through the lower part of the Lorrain Formation. A detailed description of the drillcore is given by Rainbird and Donaldson [1988]. From the drillcore, we collected 8 samples from the Coleman Member, 15 samples from the Firstbrook Member, and 19 samples from the Lorrain Formation.

[9] To remove potential contaminants, the surfaces of the rock samples were cut off with a diamond-impregnated saw blade. Then, the samples were cleaned and crushed with a ball mill. We pulverized the matrix of diamicite samples. For the determination of isotopic composition of organic carbon, the powder samples were treated with 6 M hydrochloric acid (HCl) for 2 days. Then, they were washed with distilled water several times to remove calcium salt and dried in an oven.

[10] To characterize the organic materials in the rock samples, we conducted further treatments for some rock samples after HCl treatment: (i) dichloromethane (DCM) treatment and (ii) hydrofluoric acid (HF) and HCl treatment and subsequent DCM treatment. For DCM treatment, we added about 4 ml of DCM into the residues after the HCl treatment and washed them in an ultrasonic bath for 30 min to remove soluble organic materials, such as bitumen. After centrifugal separation of the samples, the supernatant DCM was removed. The DCM treatment as described above was repeated twice. For HF/HCl treatment, we added about 10 ml of 10% HF and HCl to the samples for 1 day to dissolve silicate minerals. The residues were rinsed several times with HCl to reduce fluorides and then three times with Milli-Q water. The subsequent DCM treatment was performed for the air-dried residues after HF/HCl treatment to remove hydrocarbons trapped in fluid inclusions in silicate minerals.

[11] Measurements of \(\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}\) were performed by a modified online system of Thermo Finnigan Delta Plus XP isotope-ratio mass spectrometry coupled to a Flash EA1112 elemental analyzer (EA/IRMS) through a ConFlo III interface at JAMSTEC [Ohkouchi et al., 2005]. About 30 mg of the powder samples were transferred to precleaned tin capsules and then introduced into the EA/IRMS system. Total organic carbon content in the samples was determined by calibrated ion currents of \(m/z\) 44 in isotope ratio mass spectrometry. Carbon isotopic compositions were expressed as conventional \(\delta\) notation against VPDB standard; \(\delta^{13}C = \left(\frac{^{13}R_{\text{sample}}}{^{13}R_{\text{standard}}} - 1\right) \times 1000\), where \(^{13}R\) is \(^{13}C/^{12}C\) ratio. The EA/IRMS system was modified to improve sensitivity [Ogawa et al., 2010]. In this EA/IRMS system, peak height of \(m/z\) 44 chromatogram for blank samples (without samples in tin capsules) was generally 70–80 mV (originated from water blank) as described by de Ruiter et al. [2001].

\(^1\)Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/2010GC003210.
probably from graphite in tin capsule) with isotopic composition of around $-21\%\text{oo}$, whereas those of samples range from 2000 to over 7000 mV. Some of these samples have very low total organic carbon (TOC) contents; however, because the amount of carbon dioxide in a system blank used for our elemental analysis was much lower than that within the samples, the system blank does not generate a significant change in the measured $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ values. Analytical error (95% probability) was estimated to be about 0.2% based on the repeated measurements of authentic and laboratory standards [Ogawa et al., 2010].

[12] Major chemical and mineralogical compositions of the bulk rock samples were analyzed with standard X-ray fluorescence (XRF) technologies (AXIOS, PANalytical) and a X-ray Diffraclorimeter (XRD) (X’PERT-PRO, PANalytical), respectively, at Univ. of Tokyo. Quartz contents in the samples (wt%) were obtained with a XRD internal standard method using silicon powder with a correlation for the effect of the crystallinity of quartz on its peak height based on Nagashima [2005]. Relative abundances of plagioclase in samples (counts/g) were obtained using XRD signal counts at the peak of plagioclase normalized by sample weights.

[13] For $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{carb}}$ analyses, CO$_2$ was extracted from ~0.1–1 g of powdered carbonate rock by reaction with H$_3$PO$_4$ at 25°C for 2 days in sealed vessels. The extracted CO$_2$ was analyzed with a Finnigan MAT 252 isotope ratio mass spectrometer at Univ. of Tokyo. Analytical data of $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}, \delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{carb}}$, and chemical and mineralogical compositions are available in Tables S1 and S2 in Text S1, respectively.

4. Results and Discussion

[14] In the Chocolay Group, we found an initial negative excursion in $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ record down to about $-40\%$ (Figure 2a), starting 1–2 m below the top of the Enchantment Lake Diamictite and persisting throughout most of the Mesnard Formation. At ~70–110 m above the contact between the Enchantment Lake and Mesnard Formations, $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ values show a brief drop to ~$-55\%$ before gradually recovering to ~$-20\%$ toward the upper part of the Mesnard Formation. In the Kona Dolomite, we also observe positive $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{carb}}$ values (~5–9%), as previously reported by Bekker et al. [2006]. Averaged fractionation between organic and carbonate carbon in Kona Dolomite is ~29%, ranging from 23.4 to 36.6%. These values seem to be consistent with primary producers using the Calvin Cycle for autotrophic carbon fixation, supporting the hypothesis that a primary positive carbon excursion is responsible for the Lomagundi event.

[15] There are three possibilities for the chemical form of the organic matters in the rock samples from the Mesnard Formation showing the negative $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ value: soluble bitumen, hydrocarbons trapped in fluid inclusions in silicate minerals, and insoluble complex organic molecules, kerogen. Figure 2 indicates that $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ values after (i) DCM treatment (removing bitumen) and (ii) HF/HCl dissociation and the subsequent DCM treatment (removing hydrocarbons trapped in fluid inclusions) also show extremely negative values (ranging from ~44 to ~55\%). These results strongly suggest that the $^{13}\text{C}$-depleted signatures predominately represent values of kerogen in the rock samples.

[16] To investigate the reproducibility of the extremely negative $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$, we conducted repeated measurements of $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ for one rock sample at 100 m above the contact (see the data for Figure 2 and Table S1 in Text S1: the results of MQ9 and MQ9(1) are obtained using one powdered sample, and those of MQ9, MQ9(1), MQ9+, MQ9–, MQ9–(1), and MQ9+ are obtained using three different powdered samples from one rock sample). All these samples have the extremely negative $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ values (from $-49\%$ to $-56\%$). According to the $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ measurements, the variation in $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ from the rock sample is obtained to be ~3% (1σ). Although the variation is larger than the analytical error (~0.2%), this is significantly smaller than the amplitude of the measured $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ excursions. Furthermore, the samples of MQ300, MQ202.5, and MQ202.6 (see Table S1 in Text S1) were collected in the different sampling point (but the same horizons in the stratigraphy) at the distance of ~300 m from that of the other samples in the Marquette Range Supergroup. The similar negative $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ values from these samples suggest that very local alterations or analytical artifacts are not the case for the measured negative $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ excursions. Furthermore, the samples of MQ300, MQ202.5, and MQ202.6 (see Table S1 in Text S1) were collected in the different sampling point (but the same horizons in the stratigraphy) at the distance of ~300 m from that of the other samples in the Marquette Range Supergroup. The similar negative $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ values from these samples suggest that very local alterations or analytical artifacts are not the case for the measured negative $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ excursions.

[17] Similar $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ variations are observed in both sections in the Huronian Supergroup (Figure 2b). Initial values of around ~25% within the Firstbrook Member decrease to around ~40% in the lower part of the Lorrain Formation. In the upper Lorrain Formation, $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ values drop again to ~55%. The similar nature of the $\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{org}}$ trends
recorded in the Chocolay and Cobalt groups supports the lithostratigraphical correlation of the diamictite units between the groups [Ojakangas et al., 2001b; Young, 2004; Bekker et al., 2006].

We also note that in all of the analyzed sections, the large, negative $\delta^{13}$C$_{org}$ excursions are coincident with unusual, intensely weathered quartzose sandstones (Figure 2). The bulk chemical and mineralogical compositions of sedimentary rocks in the Mesnard and Lorrain formations show that Ca, Na, and K (unaltered plagioclases) are more highly depleted in samples with lower $\delta^{13}$C$_{org}$ values; such samples also have extremely high bulk SiO$_2$ contents and high proportions of quartz grains (SiO$_2$ > 90 wt%). In the upper Mesnard Formation, the high SiO$_2$ and quartz contents persist after the recovery of the negative $\delta^{13}$C$_{org}$ excursion. These quartzose sandstones, along with possible equivalents in Fennoscandia [Ojakangas et al., 2001a], represent the products of strong chemical weathering under hot, humid climate, suggesting a global
attribute to the negative $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ anomalies. At this stage, it is difficult to conclude which interpretation is correct. Nevertheless, given the exceptionally large negative anomalies and significance of the $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ variations in sedimentary rocks during the Paleoproterozoic, it is worth discussing the possible interpretations and the issues to be solved for future studies.

5. Potential Interpretations

[19] There are several interpretations that potentially explain the large negative $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ values (down to $-55\%$) in our samples. Values of $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ can be affected by post-depositional metamorphism and thermal alteration. Since our samples contain organic carbon as small as 0.0005–0.153%, the isotopic record is prone to be altered by these processes. Because of low TOC contents in the samples, it is difficult to characterize the form of $^{13}$C-depleted kerogen in the samples for constraining the timing of formation of it [e.g., Rasmussen et al., 2008]. However, in contrast to the depletion in $^{13}$C observed in the present study, the post-depositional metamorphism and thermal alteration are suggested to result in $^{13}$C enrichment in organic matter via re-equilibration with carbonate and thermal degradation [Hayes et al., 1983]. Considering the magnitude of carbon isotope fractionation associated with CO$_2$ assimilation by Rubisco ($-30\%$), $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ excursions down to $-40$ to $-55\%$ cannot be explained solely in terms of the physiological aspect of photoautotrophic organisms [Eigenbrode and Freeman, 2006]. Thus, methanogenesis and/or methanotrophic activities would

![Figure 3](image-url) Relationship between total organic carbon (TOC) content and $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ values of our samples. Black circles, red squares, and blue triangles represent the results from the outcrop in the Marquette Range Supergroup (O1 in Figure 1) and from the outcrop (O2 in Figure 1) and the drill core (D1 in Figure 1) in the Huronian Supergroup.

change to greenhouse conditions [Young, 1991; Ojakangas et al., 2001b; Bekker et al., 2006]. Thus, the co-occurrence of negative $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ excursions with intervals of quartzose sandstones indicates the existence of an additional post-glacial climatic factor that connects the two sets of observations.

5.1. Detrital Components

[20] Considering the negative $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ values ($-40$ to $-55\%$) in our samples, it is conceivable that specific local processes, such as deposition of migrated oil trapped in fluid inclusions in silicate minerals, might contribute to the observed negative $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ excursions. In fact, oil-bearing fluid inclusions in the Matinenda Formation of the Huronian Supergroup [Dutkiewicz et al., 2006] are most likely source of migrated oil. However, the negative $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ value after the HF/HCl and subsequent DCM treatments does not support that the isotopic signatures mainly represent values of migrated oil trapped in fluid inclusions. The Late Archean Superior Province could have been a source area of detrital components for sedimentary rocks of the Huronian Supergroup [McLennan et al., 2000]. Thus, the carbon isotope results could simply represent eroded and redeposited kerogen from organic-rich shales of the Superior Province that also show highly negative $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ values [Schoell and Wellmer, 1981]. If redeposition of $^{13}$C-depleted kerogen from the Archean shales causes the negative $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ excursions in our samples, the observed negative $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ values could not represent biological/geological events at the time of deposition. However, the co-occurrence of the negative $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ shifts at three geographically separated localities in North America (i.e., the Cobalt and Espanola areas in the Huronian Supergroup and the Marquette area in the Marquette Range Supergroup) may not be explained by such a contribution of very local redeposition of organic carbon.

5.2. Post-depositional Contamination

[21] The observed negative $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ values could be explained by much later post-depositional infiltration of $^{13}$C-depleted oil generated from younger methanotrophic/methanogenic biomass into pores of the quartzose sandstones. However, few literatures have reported $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ values of oil as low as $-55\%$ (a typical $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ value of kerogen in oil is about $-25$ to $-30\%$ [e.g., Clayton, 1991]). In addition, the infiltration of oil would typically
result in a linear relationship between TOC content and $\delta^{13}{C_{org}}$ value of the samples [e.g., Bekker and Kaufman, 2007]. Nevertheless, our results of no clear correlation between them (Figure 3) imply that there may be no mixing trend between the deposited organic matters and post-depositional infiltration of oil.

[22] The samples with $^{13}$C-depleted organic matter are quartzose sandstones that have very low TOC contents making analysis challenging; nevertheless, a very low CO$_2$ amount for the blank sample in our EA/IRMS analyses and its isotopic composition (about $-21\%$) (see Ogawa et al. [2010] and sections 3 and 4 of the present paper) strongly suggest that the measured $\delta^{13}{C_{org}}$ values are little affected by analytical artifacts.

5.3. Enhanced Methanotrophy in the Glacial Aftermath

[23] Considering the similar nature of negative $\delta^{13}{C_{org}}$ values of ca. 2.8 Ga [Hayes, 1994; Eigenbrode and Freeman, 2006], our results potentially represent a basin-scale, active anaerobic or aerobic methanotrophy induced by the enhanced biogeochemical cycling of methane. According to these models [Hayes, 1994; Bekker and Kaufman, 2007], the isotopic signal of methanotrophy appears most strongly around the redox boundary between anoxic deep ocean and oxidizing shallow marine in redox stratified ocean. Given that the Lorrain and Menard formations are fluvial-deltaic and shallow-marine deposits, respectively [Ojakangas et al., 2001b; Young, 1991; Bekker et al., 2006], the strong isotopic signal of methanotrophy in these sedimentary sequences could suggest methane-rich sedimentary conditions in shallow-water environments in the aftermath of the last Huronian glaciation. The extremely negative $\delta^{13}{C_{org}}$ values suggest that the contribution of methanogenesis and methanotrophic carbon is dominant for the organic matters in the sediments (i.e., the flux of planktonic organic carbon was almost consumed, and most of the preserved organic matters in the sediments are related to methane oxidation).

[24] Although the magnitude of negative $\delta^{13}{C_{org}}$ shifts is different, such an enhancement of methane production by methanogens and subsequent oxidative recycling by methanotrophs in shallow-water environments is proposed to have occurred under greenhouse conditions in the aftermath of the oldest Huronian glaciation ($\delta^{13}{C_{org}}$ down to $-40\%$) [Bekker and Kaufman, 2007]. Multiple lines of evidence suggest that the atmospheric oxygen levels have increased dramatically during the repeated Paleoproterozoic glaciations (Figure 1b) [e.g., Young et al., 2001; Bekker et al., 2004; Papineau et al., 2007]. Despite of the difference in the redox conditions in the environments (such as the concentrations of marine sulfate and atmospheric oxygen) between the oldest and last Paleoproterozoic glaciations, the negative shifts in $\delta^{13}{C_{org}}$ appear repeatedly in the aftermath of the glaciations. If our finding of negative $\delta^{13}{C_{org}}$ also represents the enhancement of methanogenic activity, climatic factor (i.e., a hot and humid condition in the glacial aftermath) would be a key to enhance methanogenic activity, pushing the redox boundary shallower in the ocean.

5.4. Dissociation of Methane Hydrate

[25] Given the negative $\delta^{13}{C_{org}}$ shifts coinciding with the occurrence of intensely weathered quartzose sandstones overlying glacial diamicts, the analyzed geochemical data may represent the large-scale dissociation or multiple sources of local dissociation of methane hydrates in the aftermath of the last Paleoproterozoic glaciation. The release of methane supplies $^{13}$C-depleted carbon into the atmosphere-ocean system, leading to warm climate due to the greenhouse effect of methane and carbon dioxide produced photochemically from methane. The elevated air temperature enhances the chemical weathering of continental crusts, which would, in turn, provide continental phosphorus to the ocean. It subsequently leads to a cyanobacterial bloom, resulting in initiating the Loamagundi event and accelerating the GOE. Although an anomalously large amount of methane would be required for explaining the $\delta^{13}{C_{org}}$ shifts, it is likely that the accumulation of methane hydrates during large-scale Paleoproterozoic glaciation far exceeded the size of the modern hydrate pool. During the last Paleoproterozoic glaciation, low oxygen and sulfate concentrations in the Paleoproterozoic deep oceans would have significantly enhanced methane abundance in marine sediments [Pavlov et al., 2003].

[26] There are unsolved problems on the hypothesis of large-scale methane hydrate dissociation; that is, the timing of the dissociation of methane hydrate after the glaciation and lack of strong negative $\delta^{13}{C}$ values in coetaneous carbonates so far. Although we observed a similar $\delta^{13}{C_{org}}$ trend recorded in the Chocolay and Cobalt groups, the negative $\delta^{13}{C_{org}}$ shift begins at the uppermost of diamictite layer (the Enchantment Lake Formation) in the Chocolay
group, whereas it begins at the boundary between the deltaic sediments (the Firstbrook Member) following immediately on the glaciation and the extremely weathered quartzose sandstone (the Lorrain Formation) in the Cobalt group.

6. Summary

[27] We found one of the largest negative shifts in $\delta^{13}C_{org}$ record (down to $-55\%$) in Earth’s history from quartzose sandstones of both the Marquette Range and Huronian supergroups intermediate in age between the last Paleoproterozoic glaciation and the possible onset of the Lomagundi event. Several scenarios potentially explain the observed negative excursions in $\delta^{13}C_{org}$. Although it is difficult at this stage to rule out the possibilities of redeposition of older $^{13}C$-depleted kerogen, the similarity of negative $\delta^{13}C_{org}$ shifts with the co-appearance of intensely weathered quartzose sandstones recorded in the separated sampling areas in North America can also imply a massive supply of $^{13}C$-depleted methane through biological (an active methane production by methanogens) and/or geological processes (dissociation of methane hydrate) in the aftermath of the last Paleoproterozoic glaciation.
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